POLICY OBJECTIVE

To:-

1. enhance the city’s visual appearance and sense of vitality through the lighting of identified buildings, structures and trees.

2. utilise the lighting to assist approved charitable and non-profit organisations in raising awareness of significant events or appeals.

3. utilise the lighting for significant City of Perth, State, National or International events.

POLICY STATEMENT

1. Policy Principles

1.1 This Policy will apply to the colour change lighting on Council House and Trafalgar Bridge.

1.2 Bookings will be accepted from charitable and non-profit organisations promoting a significant event or appeal that:

1.2.1 is recognised within the State of Western Australia;

1.2.2 may be of significance to Perth and Western Australia;

1.2.3 is recognised nationally or internationally.

1.3 Bookings will not be accepted that relate to commercial advertising purposes.

1.4 Bookings will not be accepted from individuals for their own purposes.
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1.5 The Administration has the discretion to accept or reject applications for use of the lighting sites without ongoing referral to the Council.

2. Applications/Bookings

2.1 The sites may be booked individually or in total on a first come first served basis.

2.2 The sites may be booked for one night or for a maximum two nights.

2.3 Bookings can be made up to two years in advance.

2.4 Applications will be accepted for sites to be lit in one or more colours of significance to the event or appeal.

2.5 The City reserves the right to recoup costs incurred for any application requesting more than one colour or that requires program changes that incur a cost to the City.

2.6 Applications will not be accepted for the following days or periods:

- Australia Day
- Anzac Day
- During the Christmas period (approximately second Friday in November each year until 6 January following).
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